1-Bit Textile
Ebru Kurbak & Irene Posch
This swatch shows an embroidered textile bit. The bit can be
controlled electromagnetically. In applying power, e.g. switching
the electromagnetic field created in the coil, the magnetic
bead can be flipped. The creation of the 1-Bit Textile is part of
a bigger research into creating electronic components from
scratch though textile routines. The research forms the basis
for future investigations into crafting textile actuators, to create
display elements, storage elements, relays and other moving
elements.

Materials: fabric, yarn, magnetic bead, paint, copper wire
2015

Techniques: embroidery
Schematic:

www.stitchingworlds.net

Alpenperser2000
Hannah Perner-Wilson
It's the year 2000, we clad ourselves in the highest tech
clothing that cools us when we’re hot, heats us when we’re cold
and makes us smell nice always. But even high tech clothing
becomes old, gets passed down and donated until nobody
will wear it, and then what? Nothing all that new; Our worn-out
futuristic garments get woven into electronic rag rugs.
Weaving rugs from scrap fabrics has tradition in Austria and
they are known as Fleckerlteppiche or Alpenperser. The
Alpenperser2000 is a rag rug woven from combined strips
of conductive and non-conductive fabrics. Not to waste
the electrical capabilities of these high-tech "scraps", the
weaving pattern is constructed to make up a series of isolated
conductors and piezoresistive areas. This construction allows
the rugs to be turned into floor-bound sensors capeable of
capacitive, resistive and piezoresistive sensing.

2015

Materials: [warp] Non-conductive cotton thread, [weft] Nonconductive (cotton, polyester, nylon) and conductive (silverized
lycra, Eeontex stretch) fabrics
Tools and Techniques: Plain weave done on a beginner tabletop loom
References/Inspirations: Inspired by the traditional technique
of cutting up and weaving scrap fabrics. First realized during
the Sounding Textiles workshop at STEIM on Anja’s little loom.
Weft Thread Construction:

Weaving Construction:

www.plusea.at/?p=5556

Chromic Colour Wheel
Sara Robertson

2015

Behind the colour wheel is a small heat-sink circuit to activate
the colour change. The heat-sink is applied to fabric using
sticky back copper tape and has an SMD resistor soldered
between the two copper pads.

The swatch is a liquid crystal colour wheel, which is designed
to show how the ‘colour play’ of a thermochromic liquid crystal
changes on different coloured backgrounds.

Materials: Liquid crystal thermochromic, leuco thermochromic
pigment, textile pigment, screen-printed linen, copper, resistor
Techniques: Screen printing, hand construction, soldering

1. Black with 25*C liquid crystal
2. Rust with 25*C + 35*C liquid crystal
3. Orange with red 40*C leuco thermochromic + yellow + 25*C liquid crystal
4. Rust with 25*C liquid crystal
5. Orange with 25*C liquid crystal
6. Red 40*C leuco thermochromic with 25*C liquid crystal
7. Magenta 37*C leuco thermochromic with 25*C liquid crystal
8. Purple with 25*C liquid crystal
9. Purple with 25*C + 35*C liquid crystal
10. Blue with 25*C liquid crystal
11. Green with 25*C liquid crystal
12. Dark green with 25*C liquid crystal

www.thepopupworkshop.wordpress.com/2015/07/17/chromic-colour-wheel/

Circuit Knitting
Jesse Seay
This swatch demonstrates the use of machine-knitted bus
wire to fabricate circuit boards for soldering. I developed the
technique as a method of CNC rapid production for eTextile
circuits.
Bus wire is tinned copper wire used in electronic circuits. It
is inexpensive, solders quickly, has stable conductivity, and
negligible resistance. When a spool is properly set up, it
easily feeds into the knitting machine. I use cotton yarn and
two strands of 34 or 36 AWG wire, held together, for greater
flexibility and strength. Documentation of my method is
available on my website and blog.

Materials: 36 AWG tinned copper wire, 2 spools, cotton yarn,
LEDs, resistors, solder
2014

Techniques: machine knitting, soldering
References/Inspirations:
Hacked knitting machines
Textile Techniques in Metal by Arline Fisch
eTextile knit stretch sensors by Kobakant and Interactex
Circuit Diagram:

I use this technique to create large knitted circuit sculptures for
gallery display. I also use it to knit large batches of wearable
circuits for electronic workshop events. Because bus wire is
easy to solder, the knitted circuits work well for learning to
solder and anyone with basic soldering skills can assemble a
finished circuit.
***To activate, connect 3V to the top row and ground to the bottom row.***

www.blog.jesseseay.com

Crochet cell coin battery holder
POPKALAB - Ricardo O’Nascimento & Tineke Van Hilten
This is a fast and easy to make a battery holder for 3v cell coin
batteries using “crochet in the round” technique.

Materials: conductive yarn, cotton yarn, LED & cotton fabric
2015

Techniques: Crochet in the round and embroidering
Circuit Diagram:

www.popkalab.com/crochetbatteryholder

Drawing Sensors
Tincuta Heinzel & ATRG - NTU
The present sample is part of a research project which looks to
develop a series of graphic (embroidered/printed/knitted) textile
based sensors that could function both as manuals (guides)
for the construction of such textiles based sensors, as well as
signage for announcing the presence of such sensors into the
structure of the textiles (fabrics).

Materials: 1. Constantan High-Flex 8394 7×1(Karl Grimm) +
Linen Inox thread (Bart Francis) – Sensor type E
2015

2. Constantan resistive wire + Cooper resistive wire (Conrad) –
Sensor type T
Techniques: Several techniques can be used to have as
many as need it hot points into the structure of the fabric. The
sample is illustrated by sewing and embroidery techniques, but
knitting and weaving can also be considered. (see, for example,
tapestry diagonal interlock technique).

Sample: The two samples I present here are temperature
sensors based on thermocouples principle. The first sample is
of type E, the second is of type T.
Technical details: Thermocouples are self-generating sensors
used for temperature-sensing. There are different types of
thermocouples:

Circuit Diagram:

Type E (Chromel – Constantan)
Type J (Iron – Constantan)
Type K (Chromel – Alumel)
Type N (Nicrosil – Nisil)
Type T (Copper – Constantan), etc.
References/Inspirations: 2013 & 2014 E-textile summer
camp experiences with constantan threads + ATRG’s past
experiences + Drawing circuits workshop e-textile summer
camp 2014

Dynamic Print
Celine Marcq

Materials: Non Woven, Smart dichroic film, Thermochromic,
Pigment Ink
2014/15

This piece of material is a naturally alive textile which proposed
to revisit the traditional CMYK process printing technique with
thermochromic inks. Made out of four coloured layers : Cyan,
Magenta, Yellow and black, spread onto the surface at a
specific angle, this sample aims at recreating a picture with a
photographic precision. The use of reactive inks and materials
(thermochromics, dichroic smart film) aims to give a life to the
surface which can change appearance with temperature or just
by moving it.

Techniques: Screen printing, assembled by hand
References/Inspirations:
–Studies in broadcast colours, Eamon Donnelly
-Rothko Paintings
-Olafur Eliasson immersive installations :
one way colour Tunnel, 2007
Your rainbow panorama, 2006-2011
-Code generated colour patterns, Fleur Isbell

Printed angle per colours :
Cyan : 108º
Magenta : 162º
Yellow : 90º
Black : 45º

www.celinemarcq.com

Electromagnetic Antenna
Claire Williams
This is a knitted antenna that can be connected to an amplifier
or a sound recording device with speakers or headphones. It
will reveal the electromagnetic frequency’s surrounding you
that come from electronic appliances, motors, neons lights,
am radio waves etc… It can range from frequencies of 3Ghz
to 3Khz depending on the size and number of rows/stitches.
This textile will take you throughout a walk to experience an
unexpected sound environment. This sample is extracted from
a artistic research project of knitted antennas.

Materials: Enamelled copper wire, cotton
2014

Em amplifier materials: LM386, 220 uf capacitor, Female
mono jack 3.5mm (head phones), logarithmic potentiometer 2k,
9 volt battery
Techniques: Double face, circular knitting on a kh 930 brother
knitting machine. Schematic of a small amplifier that will boost
up the sound.
Schematic:

www.xxx-clairewilliams-xxx.hotglue.me/Antenna

Ephemerography – Hitsuzendo.lm
EJTech – Esteban de la Torre, Judit Eszter Karpati
Screen-printed cotton canvas reacts to the light emitted by
a LED. Use it to draw or write directly on the textile. When
the light source is removed, it will return to its clear state.
Transformation by repetition. Observing repetition as a new
beginning every time, instead of a monotone act of the same
thing over and over again. Repetition.

Materials: Photochromic Ink, UV LED
2015

Techniques: Screenprint
References/Inspirations: Inspired by the spiritual practice
of drawing Enso and the importance of calligraphy in zen
Buddism. The creation and destruction of sand mandalas in
tibetan Buddhism, and the doctrinal belief in the transitory
nature of material life.

eTextiles Tester
Irene Posch

Materials: needle pins, LED, 3D print, felt, braided rope,
conductive yarn
2014/15

This prototype of an eTextiles Tester tool allows for easy
continuity testing and applying of 3V to textile electronic
artefacts. Unlike the common use of crocodile clips, the needle
pin probes of this tool are gentle and precise to connect to the
textile material.

References/Inspirations:
Connected Research: Kobakant and Stitching Worlds
Circuit Diagram:

The mode can be switched between applying 3V or testing
continuity. If there is a connection between the two probes and
LED light indicates that. It is also small enough to be carried
around when on the search for new materials.

www.stitchingworlds.net, www.toolswewant.at

Flash-Knit
Beam
Hitting Knitting Flashes LED. Counterintuitive: operates without
closed circuit. (Not for charging cell phones!)

Materials: Outside- different polyester yarns, inside polyester
amoflex and paper on aluminum, rectifier bridge, bright LED
2015

Techniques: Lace knitting with polyester thread on KH-940,
inside, sandwich of polyester foil and paper, backside aluminum
tape, connected to a rectifier bridge with an LED. Flash –
energy comes from friction or potential energy (distance
variation)
References/Inspirations:
- Tribo-electric effect, N. Villar, S. Hodge; M.E. Karagozler, ea
- Different materials from Summercamp 2013/14 Doggy Bag
- Nano Energy experiment is part of a research on Design &
Energy Harvesting.
Circuit Diagram:

www.myfablab.wordpress.com/2015/07/05/knitting-the-2015-swatch/

Hand Woven Waffle Fabric Sensor
Mika Satomi
This was first developed as a part of “Involving The Machines”
collection conductive textiles. It is a waffle weave pattern textile
made with resistive yarn as weft threads and mercerised cotton
yarn as warp threads. As the waffle construction keeps the 3D
structure of the textile, it works as a resistive sensor sensitive
to pressure, bend and other kinds of manipulation on the textile
surfaces.
The textile was woven on the 8 shaft dobby table loom, with
warp count 12/cm.

2012

Materials: Plug and Wear Conductive Yarn Nm10/3 (weft)
Polyester 80% Stainless steel 20%, Mercerised cotton (warp)
Nm32/2
Techniques: Weaving
Tool: 8 Shaft table hand loom
Warp Setting: 12 thread/cm
Weaving Construction:

The original “Involving The Machine” collection sample was
woven with industrial weaving machine. For the swatch
exchange, it was woven on a hand loom with thicker yarn
resulting the textile to be less dense in its structure.

www.kobakant.at/?p=432

How to Build an Oscillator
Lara Grant

Materials: (1) x Copper clad kapton breakout, (1) x 40106 IC
(1) x .1 capacitor, (1) x 9 volt battery clip, (1) x 1/8″ mono jack
2015

This swatch is the end result of an how-to kit that creates a
simple oscillator using a CD40106 IC. Through instructional
prints on the fabric, the student is instructed on how to
construct a X and Y matrix using conductive yarn with a
template sandwiched in between. The template allows the
intersecting columns and rows to make contact through
pressure, creating a matrix of different resistances that translate
to different frequencies. The student will learn where to place
the battery snap, IC board, capacitor, 1/8″ jack and where to
start and end each yarn row and column.

(small bundle) conductive yarn, (swatch) neutral substrate
Techniques: etching flex board, instructional design, sewing
Inspirations/References: Oscillator circuit from Handmade
Electronic Music by Nicolas Collins
Circuit Diagram:

Board Layout:

www.lara-grant.com/#!felt-mini-synth/c17o3

Illuminated Patchwork
Barbro Scholz
As a traditional and fabric left overs using technique, patchwork
was used to create a simple fusion of e-textiles and common
textile craft. In the patchwork material the optical fiber fabric
with linen and cotton fabrics are combined in an illuminated
craft piece, and could be a patchwork blanket as a textile night
lamp.

Materials: Optical weave, fabrics CO/LI, padding, LED, silver
thread
2015

Techniques: patchwork

LED Collection
Svenja Keune

Materials: Porcelain, Heatshrink, LED´s
2010-15

Techniques: Modeling

LEDs integrated and modified with different materials.
Within my work I focus on how to cover, how to integrate
electronics into surfaces or installations. As I did a residence at
the Porcelain factory Kahla just one week ago: So my swatches
will concentrate on porcelain. They will contain a collection
of LED´s that you can test with a 3V coin cell. The porcelain
beads have certain effects on the LED´s and you can feel the
difference between glazed and unglazed, different shapes and
surfaces. I will also provide some earlier works with heatshrink.

www.example.com

Light Transmittance Pattern
Isabel Cabral, A. P. Souto and Linda Worbin
When light passes through a translucent substrate, it can be
partially transmitted, resulting in transmittance and depending
on the proportion absorbed.
This swatch is part of ongoing research that explores
expression possibilities of light transmittance patterns.
The study addresses textile morphologies based on origami
tessellation techniques that design structures with different
number of layers. These layers unevenly transform the fraction
of light that goes through them.
Combining the textile origami with 1 LED and reflective foil,
different expressions are attained in regards to placement
and direction of the light source, as well as space between
the background reflective surface and the foreground textile
structure.
The developed swatch combines side and diffuse lighting.
Through the layer area and edge luminance, a subtle pattern of
geometric figures and lines is revealed.

Materials: 50% CO and PES fabric, reflector foil, LED,
conductive thread
2015

Techniques: Folding, cutting and sewing
Diagram:

Live Animation
Becca Rose
The swatch is layered lights, illustrations, and switches. I have
combined traditional animation techniques, parallel circuit
switches and LEDs to create the sense of live animation. When
you activate the switches in sequence the LEDs light up to
reveal a sequence of frames, and have the feeling of being
animated. When making this I was experimenting with ways
of visual storytelling, the idea behind it is to create a sense of
connection between the material and the person using it.

Materials: Paper / cardstock, Copper tape, SMD LEDs, Solder
2014

Techniques: Paper circuitry, vinyl cutting, surface mount
soldering
References/Inspirations: Inspired by early animation
techniques
Circuit Diagram:

The sample I made is in paper, but it could very easily be
translated into fabric.

www.blog.beccarose.co.uk/2014/03/12/shadowy-pages

Magnetic Textile
Aniela Hoitink

2013

An applique made of magnetic rubber to which a pattern of ironrubber is sticked on to. The applique is inspired by a broken
glass pattern and the rubber is an enlarged water cristal.

Materials: Textile (not too thin), magnetic rubber, dremel, old
scissors, needle and yarn for the textile & iron powder, liquid
latex, corn starch, plastic to make pattern on for the magnetic
print
References: Jennifer Leary, she taught me how (during a
workshop)

Movement in pieces of knit
Audrey Briot
A piece of knitting is composed of pockets or increases which
creates volumes. These excrescences articulate the knit thanks
to memory wires. Materials: Brother KH-940 Knitting machine,
natural materials like wool or cotton, memory wires, hair dryer
or a battery.
For this sample, I decide to knit the pocket with the plating yarn
feeder ( one side yarn, one side memory wire ) and to organize
my movement with a pattern from the computer. To create this
pattern I used the hack of the machine (KnitHack), but with a
traditional one you can use a card.
This sample in detail:
First, install the plating yarn feeder. The technique for pockets
is the same with or without this feeder. I first knit few rows and I
turn the machine from N to H and (N-L)—offline— to ( KH II )—
connected to computer—. From the computer I send a lozenge
composed of black and white pixels. The black one will be the
memory wire, this will create the movement in the pocket. To
finish I turn back the machine in (N-L) and N.

Techniques: knitting, pockets, increases and folds
2015

References: Melissa Coleman's "Twitch Knit"
Inspirations: Special thanks to Marianne Reding who teach
me these methods.
How to knit pockets on a brother:
1— Knit few rows in N, cut your yarn and make a knot. You will
retake this yarn after in step 6. (You can also use two yarns)
2— To knit a diamond, you had to begin by the inferior corner.
Put all the needles in position E and leave only one needle
on position B ( it will be the corner ). Change from N to H : the
needles in position E will be offline.
3— Put your yarn on the needles in position E, near of the
needle in position B. You will only knit this needles in position B.
(see the sketch)
4— One by one, back needles in front of the trolley.
5— When you have a good width, move forward the needles
one by one.
6— For the last needle, make a knot, cut your yarn, reput your
trolley in position N and knit few rows.

My way to use the memory wire is very low tech, I form it with
a blowpipe, in spiral on a tube. To see its memory, I use a hair
dryer which never burn the components.
www.audreybriot.fr/en/projets/mouvement.html

Sensor Mechanics: Lacing
Liza Stark
This swatch uses hook-and-eye closures that can act as a
sequence of switches or sensors to detect tightness. The more
you pull, the brighter the LEDs become.
It is part of a series of exercises that pulls brainstorming
techniques from game design into computational craft
practices. I begin by looking at the mechanics of an interaction,
then translating it into a sensor. More often than not in game
design, you start with the interaction – the core mechanic – that
will be at the center of your system. It determines how players
interact with each other and how they feel about the experience
as a whole. Incorporating this into my practice, it has generated
more playful and whimsically functional ideas in addition to
deepening my focus on the interaction.

2015

Materials: Calico, copper taffeta fabric, fusible interfacing,
hook-and-eye closures, conductive thread, conductive yarn,
surface mount LEDs, coin cell battery
Techniques: I created the circuit by fusing one side of the
copper fabric to interfacing, then cut the traces using a vinyl
cutter. I adhered the traces to a 5×5 inch piece of calico, the
sewed a hook to each square using conductive thread. In order
to insulate the thread, strengthen the hook, and add aesthetic, I
embroidered the base of the hook using a variety of techniques.
Finally, I soldered the LEDs onto the copper fabric.
Note: Apply solder to the LEDs first, then reheat the solder to
adhere to the copper fabric – otherwise it will heat up too much
and break.
Circuit Diagram:

www.thesoftcircuiteer.net/sensor-mechanics-lacing

Sound Direction

Materials: 3.5mm stereo jack and socket, magnet wire, metal
beads
2015

Becky Stewart
An audio panning circuit that redirects the audio from the left
channel of a stereo audio jack to the left, right, or both ears of
the output socket. This a part of a larger project using analog
audio signal processing to introduce e-textiles. The full project
down-mixes a stereo audio signal to mono and then pans that
signal, left, right, or center. This swatch doesn’t include the
mixer and instead only pans a single audio channel.
To interact with the swatch, plug the jack into an audio source
like a phone or music player and a pair of headphones into the
socket. Take care to firmly hold onto the jack and socket when
plugging and unplugging so that they aren’t torn off the wires.
Hold the bicycle bead against one of the other beads to hear
the audio played through only one ear and hold it against the
other bead to hear it through the other. Hold all three beads
together to hear the audio through both ears at the same time.

www.codasign.com/tutorials/solo-disco-scarf

Techniques: Machine stitching, soldering, crochet
References/Inspirations: The swatch is a small section of the
Solo Disco Scarf, a workshop originally developed by Codasign
for Wear-It Berlin 2014.
Circuit Diagram:

Switch in loops
Pauline Vierne
For this swatch sample I use a knitting technique which aims to
provide a “fur effect” by creating loops on one side. This time,
instead of covering the whole surface with loops, the loops
divided into two groups. Because of conductive yarn within
these two parts, the pattern becomes a switch when we stroke
the surface.
This project is still in development, I am still trying different
ways to make the loops and the pattern.

Materials: Cotton and Mohair knitting yarns, Statex Shieldex
2015

Techniques: Knitted on a double bed Brother KH 910
References/Inspirations: the idea of a “hairy” textile sensor
was inspired by Plusea´s Tufted Stroke Sensor
Circuit Diagram:

Textales Demo Edition
Kristi Kuusk, Unit040, Johan van den Acker
Demo Textile is a woven cloth with digital flowers growing from
it. The red surface resembles to the Brabants bont – the textile
pattern originating from Brabant area, where Eindhoven lays.
The flowers represent project partners involved at the moment
of developing the concept. Three tulips stand for the Dutch and
one cornflower for the Estonian involved.

Materials:
woven 100% cotton fabric, Textales application
2014
Techniques:
automatic weaving loom, programming
References/Inspirations:
The Bedtime Stories project in the 1st (2013) swatch book

Demo Textile is an open-use cloth, therefore different ideas
and concepts can be explored with it. It demonstrates the
possibilities for using AR on textiles in a wider range of
applications. The cloth can be used on a surface, but also on a
body or wrapped around different objects etc.
Demo Textile app is available for Android device in the Google
Play (Textales Demo edition).

www.kristikuusk.com

TEXTILO
Martin De Bie & JB Labrune
Textilo is a simple board in fabric with an oscillator circuit made
with a couple of components and a 555 timer. The purpose of
this board is to allow people to have a small board ready to use
to make some experiment with eTextile.

Materials: Neoprene, FlecTron copper fabric, electronic
components
2015

Techniques: We make a circuit with conductive fabric, glue
with fusible interface, cut with laser cut or a plotter. And after we
iron it to the neoprene to solder directly components.
References/Inspirations:
Nwanua Elumeze: Aniomagic
Leah Buechley: Soft Lilypad
Jay Silver & Eric Rosenbaum: Drawdio
Hannah Perner Wilson & Mika Satomi: How to get what you
want
Circuit Diagram:

www.github.com/jeanbaptiste/textilo

Transient Conductivity
Giulia Tomasello

Materials: graphite, carbon powder, conductive ink, flour,
yogurt, paper fiber, water
2014/15

Making yeast base and hacking his process of growth with
graphite, in order to play with conductive self-generation.
With this project I aim to discuss the future of conductivity.
Including mindful design approaches for sustainable e-textiles
and diving into how technology will change the industry and
at the same time benefit the planet, I want to create a smart
material that it’s conductive and biodegradable.
II approach : develop a new battery or way to store energy that
it’s biodegradable following cycling, reversibility, compatibility
for smart textiles applications; high efficiencies for energy
recovery.

Techniques: sourdough starter
References/Inspirations:
- Extreme graphene and the coming super materials gold rush,
Futurist Speaker, 27/10/’14
- Biocouture, Suzanne Lee
- 2.6g 329m/s, Jalila Essaidi, 2011
- Amoeba, Shamees Aden, 2013
- Table vivant, Bartaku and Carole Collet, 2011

Taking inspiration from Biocouture project of Suzanna Lee, I
want to apply the same methodology of growing biodegradable
materials that can behave as second skin plus being conductive
for wearable tech applications.

www.cargocollective.com/gi/TRANSIENT-CONDUCTIVITY

trembling structure

Materials: Sorta Clear 18, conductive fabric: Shieldex®Kassel
short Statex, pager motor
2015

Anja Hertenberger
Last year at the summer camp I got inspired by the workshop
of Lucie Viry. She showed us how to work with eco flex silicon.
How to combine flexible and not flexible material, conductive
and non conductive material. In my sample trembling structure
I work with different layers using conductive fabrices to make
graphical structures as well conductive lines. The battery is
embedded in the sample. If you press on it it will close the
electronic circuit and the the pager motor starts to tremble.

pager motor
Sorta Clear 37motor

Techniques: casting, plotting, cutting, soldering
Schematic:

3v cell battery
conductive fabric: Shieldex®Kassel short Statex

www.anjahertenberger.net

Weaved Matrix
Maurin Donneaud
This swatch is the weaved version of a series of experiments
based on e-textile matrix sensors research. This matrix have
been prototyping by rows and columns conductive fabric
fused on top of regular cotton fabric. On this sample version
the idea was to make a more advanced material that can be
used to produce different size and shapes of matrix sensors.
This sample is one of the two layers of the matrix. In between
those two layers I use a piezoresistive fabric to allow pressure
sensing. The fabric structure is made to optimise the surface
of the conductive lignes made out of conductives yarns. The
resolution of the matrix is limited by the analog input lines of the
microcontroller but the size of sensors pixels can be adjusted to
fit the use of the matrix.

Materials: Polyester yarns (warp – weft), Shieldex yarns from
Statex 117/17/ Z-turns HC+B (weft)
2015

Techniques: Hand loom four shaft, Woven fabric structure:
satin/sateen
References/Inspirations: Past experiments
Circuit Diagram:

Schematic:

www.maurin.donneaud.free.fr/?-Keyboard-

Woven Sensory Swatch
Emilie Giles
This swatch is based on those created by participants over a
one year research project led by Dr Janet van der Linden and
Emilie Giles, working with blind and visually impaired people
to create small woven pieces that contain both conductive and
non conductive yarns, threads and fibres.

2014

Materials: Conductive yarn, conductive fibre, conductive
thread, conductive fabric, milk protein fibre, jute fibre, flax silver
fibre, blue-faced Leicester fibre, merino tops, unwashed sheep
wool, linen yarn, cotton yarn and acrylic yarn
Techniques: Weaving

Over the project we have led workshops with blind, visually
impaired and deafblind participants through charities including
Sense and the Royal National Institute of Blind People –
introducing them to eTextiles and discussing their potential
uses. Due to their tangible nature, our participants have been
exploring the haptic qualities of eTextiles, combing conductive
yarn, thread and fibre with different non-conductive materials.
Participants have been invited throughout this process to
choose what they incorporate in their weave using touch, smell
and sight. These choices are very diverse and might be related
to memories from childhood or previous making experiences,
from before they lost, or partially lost their sight. To interact
with their swatches, the participants were encouraged to touch
them in different ways to trigger sounds in SuperCollider, with
data being taken into the software via an Arduino board with
a capacitive sensing sketch on it. The sounds play louder,
softer, slower or faster depending on the type of touch and how
much conductive yarn, thread or fibre is in the swatch. The
sensor swatches are an insight into the choices made by the
participants when making their work.
www.emiliegiles.co.uk/eTextiles-and-Touch-Based-Interaction-for-Accessibility

Zero-waste Pressure Sensor
Meg Grant

Materials: Conductive fabric, pressure-sensitive film, nonwoven and woven fabrics, clincher connector
2014

One of the tasks of a good pattern-maker is to optimize pattern
piece layout to reduce waste. If you loved playing Tetris,
you will love pattern layout! In the garment industry, a few
centimeters can translate to measurable savings when scaled
up for production.
Over the last decade or so, a small but exciting movement
called Zero-waste has grown among apparel designers. The
off-cuts, selvedge edges and “negative space” of pattern layout
are often used decoratively in zero-waste design, but the most
exciting part is when the geometry of flat pattern pieces are
designed to fit together to eliminate negative space (waste)
altogether. This principle is even more important when we are
using textiles plated with heavy metals that we want to keep out
of the waste stream.
This pressure sensor, made by sandwiching a piece of
pressure-sensitive film between two conductive surfaces,
will be familiar to e-textile practitioners. It’s based on the
time-honoured tradition of conductive and pressure-sensitive
resistive materials, shown in Plusea’s Conductive Fabric
Pressure Sensor Instructable. The connector on this sensor has
three pins, but only the outside two are active.

Techniques: Laser cutting, heat-bonding, sewing
References/Inspirations: Zero-waste Fashion Design, Tetris
Pattern diagram for 32 pressure sensors:
Pattern pieces cut from conductive textile. Shaded area shows
pattern pieces for a single sensor. The outer edges extend
beyond the edges of the textile.

Conductive pattern pieces positioned on the fabric of the
sensor make up the circuit.

The circuit is folded over pressure-sensitive or piezo-resistive
textile to form the sensor. Sides are stitched closed and ends
are terminated.

www.meggrant.com/zero-waste-swatch.php

